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VERACITY DRIVES BRILLIANCE

STARTED TWO DECADES AGO, WE BEGAN TO THE FOREFRONT OF RESIDENTIAL- COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT.
Today, our ambition for Grand City has not changed. It drives everything we do.
Our Vision for Grand City is to build it up to the prodigy that we envisioned. We wish to provide a sense of
safety, privacy, and peace in the minds of our residents that can be achieved through our countryside
located; gated community.
On top of all that our long-lasting structures and graceful designs, make an effort to achieve the international standard of living that we had planned to maintain.
Grand City continues to inspire and excite us, leading to a portfolio of beautiful buildings and transformed
environments.
Still privately-owned and run by Syed Rehan Bin Waris Gillani and Syed Salman Bi Waris Gillani, our strong
financial foundation means we’ve been able to progress and expand the business significantly, while our
impeccable standards set new benchmarks for quality.
We are proud of the past twenty years and what we’ve achieved. We are even prouder of what’s to come.

We specialize in offering high performing and secure communities to live and work in Pakistan.
Our impressive portfolio includes a premium GRAND CITY which caters residential
development, commercial business center, as well as luxury residential apartments & townhouses.
Grand City Kharian is a project of The Eurobiz Corporation which is one of the leading companies in the field
of construction and development. Acquired on Nov 27, 2013, Grand City since then has become a symbol of
excellence and pride for Kharian-Sarai Alamgir.
Our, fast-growing housing scheme renders opportunities for a better future, whether you are a resident, an
investor, or a business. Grand City offers many ways to secure your future home and provides security,
leisure, and peace of mind for its residents.
This rapidly developing architectural giant is a gateway for success and development. Constructed with
top-notch planning and state of the art structure and design, Grand City takes housing societies to a new
level that has never been experienced before. This carefully formulated project makes it superior to all its
competitors and sets a benchmark for everyone in the industry.

Vision : Impossible is not our word. We believe in providing solutions that difference to not just the elite
class but to the society as a whole. Hence, We aspire to change the face of real estate in Pakistan by
combining the best practice of architecture with low cost home lyfestyle solutions.
we envision a redeveloped pakistan with old dilapidated structures replaced by multi-storeyed
buildings equipped with the latest global technologies and yet within the financial reach of every
income group.
Mission : Since we started, we have left an impression in the ever-evolving real estate industry. Our
name is highly appreciated by not only our residents but by other stakeholders as well.
Grand City has evolved in a short time span and became an inspiration for others to look upon. Our
entirety is what makes us stand tall and we want to keep our sleeves rolled up.

SYED SALMAN GILLANI
SYED REHAN GILLANI

It has been almost 8 years since we started working in the property sector
of District Gujrat. Kharian, despite being the richest tehsil of Pakistan, it was
deprived of any international standard property development. Since a large
number of people in the area are expatriates, settled in Europe, America,
and the Middle East, there was a wide gap in living standards that needed
to be addressed to sustain a bond of the new generation with their
homeland.
Grand city aims to do precisely this with its meticulously planned,
proficiently executed, and captivating lifestyle opportunities for residents.
We have strong faith in our future and are looking forward to seeing our
name amongst the prestigious names in the real estate sector of Pakistan.

We can’t be everything to everyone but we believe our service and
approach to our customers is what leads our business to achieve excellent
outcomes for our clients. We know property is an important part of your
lives, where you live and enjoy your family and friends, and where you
invest to build wealth. We aim to add value to your property journey.
Our team of sales agents, exceptional property managers, body corporate
management, and very talented admin support believe in
excellence from the ground up.
Our philosophy is built on strong team ethics, a determination to deliver
and maintain a better quality service to our clients. That’s our commitment
to you.There are so many exciting challenges as technology speeds forth
and continues to change the face of real estate. We are enjoying these new
directions and opportunities while we build on methods and strategies to
best serve you.

Grand City does not only offer high class infrastructure but World Class education and
Grand Medical Facilities to ensure wellbeing of its residents.24/7 seamless power supply with underground
network of cables to guarantee uninterrupted electric supply throughout.
A gated and secure community which is under surveillance of our HD CCTV Camera and our patrolling
security for its residents. With Zero crime rate our residents are able to sleep, go out for a walk freely at any
point in time.

Wanting to become one with nature is everyone's dream at some point in their life.
Living and raising the kids in an environment that is more close to nature is everyone’s dream.
That is what we strive to give you—a way to escape the city while still enjoying the convenience of it.
Located in the heart of Punjab on Main GT road in the Gujrat District, this housing scheme is unlike many
others. With its exotic and eye-catching landscaping and modern yet inviting style of living, Grand City Kharian is the perfect opportunity for you to secure your future.
Grand City Kharian serves as the prime location for anyone looking to enjoy the peaceful aspect of nature
while still being close to the city for work purposes.
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A land which is full of wonders, peaceful, serene and green ambiance with a lot of happenings and
festivities which you might not get anywhere else. Our events calendar is available on our website
and Social Pages. Religious festivities, patriotic celebrations, sports functions, musical concerts,
spring festivals, bonfires, and much more are just some of the activities which keep our residents
happily engaged.

We aim to use our expertise to the best of our abilities and in turn, providing our clientele with a
perfect living standard. Our market research and attention to detail triumph us on top as we are
able to cater to all the needs and foresee what they might require in the future.
We don’t see residents of our society as customers we consider them as our stakeholders and our
building blocks hence we ensure they are satisfied and living their life to the fullest.

It is the principal region of Grand City Kharian. With over 100 Commercial arcades
and commercial projects and along with Lake view it is going to be the business
hub of District. Offices and shops are designed to cater futuristic business
requirements and upgrading the businesses to western standards.

GRAND CITY
PHASE- 1

Fulfilling all your lifestyle dreams with best infrastructure in town and world class medical and educational
facilities. 24/7 seamless power supply with underground network of cables to guarantee uninterrupted electric supply throughout.

Our Amazing Safari block is right next to the biggest forest and National Park
of Pakistan i.e. Pabbi Forest. Its affect can be breathed when you walk on the
safari walkways, having one of the best Air Quality Index in a place where it is
very much required. Plus, if you want to get hands on a short term payment
plan and want to get your house sorted in a year then Safari Block is it for you.
It’s one-year payment plan is stress-free and very much doable.

We are getting an outstanding response from market for our wonderfully developed Tulip Sector and the
progress is continuing at a remarkable pace. As blossoming as Tulip we have a very blooming payment plan
to get your hands on your dream plot. This block gives you a magical landscape which you would only have
thought of.

Pakistan sector is a project which includes a holistic ecosystem to cater each and
every futuristic outlook that is essential to ultramodern living. With the most suitable and exclusive payment plan you can turn your dreams into reality and have
your own house.

Delivering high class quality at very affordable rates and maximizing efficiency and
standard of living. This block is specifically designed for Overseas Pakistanis, as
they are used to a different lifestyle and culture, and we aim to provide them with
the same environment. We want our respectable Overseas Pakistanis to have a
seamless transition whenever they want to come back to their homeland.

COMING SOON

From Ravi to Rawat, from Sukkar to Sawat and from Jhelum to Gujrat you would
not find such a spectacle. This Mega Project is a sight which is none less than a
reverie. This is huge and astounding, this gets the attraction of anyone who has a
vision to grow, who has an eye to recognize beauty and who knows what magnificence is. 18 story connected Twin Towers are just what you would want to glance
at.

COMING SOON

The grand square mall is the most loved mall in town. The architecture of this
amazing feat is unparalleled. This mall will include high-end shops with
world-known brands and exclusivities going to be one of a kind. Office spaces
pools, gymnasiums and food courts for residents and visitors to melt upon.

Grand City is at both ends of GT road and connecting Baoli with Sarai Alamgir. It has been envisioned from the
overwhelming response of our customers that Grand City should be encompassing the area. Grand Enclave is at
the side which connects Islamabad to Lahore and is developing into a new facet. From its grand entrance to its
ultramodern livability features Grand Enclave encapsulates all. It’s a lifestyle you would desire to live in

A MASTERPIECE OF LUXURY

COMING SOON

COMING SOON

ARIF WALA
Arifwala is a Tehsil of Pakpattan District in the Punjab province of Pakistan. Where
the need for world-class housing is direly felt. The people of Arifwala are giving us
an overwhelming response and we are happy to be here. With housings of all sizes
to cater needs of locals, we are delivering a project which would be none less than
any other mega project in big metropolitans of Pakistan.

